
Elixir 2019 

Part-I 

Elixir, the social-cultural bonanza of B.P.Poddar Institute of Management & Technology, Kolkata has once again 

sent ripples amongst the crème-de-la-crème of the social-cultural fraternity by offering them to savour a platter of 

an eclectic mix of myriad events like scintillating Fashion Shows, electrifying Rock Concerts, dazzling Choreography 

compositions, soulful music and dance renditions, spectacular performances by amateur thespians and 

elocutionists, innovative face art and the like. Immaculate entertainment swept the participants and audience alike, 

off their feet, as the winners garnered the laurels and accolades. 

 The fabulous, five-day occasion, Elixir 2019, took an apt start on the 13th March, 2019, at City-Centre II, New-Town, 

through the auspicious lamp-lighting ceremony by the Principal of the Institute, Prof.(Dr.) Sutapa Mukherjee, 

accompanied by the Heads of the Departments and committee members. Post the inauguration ceremony, the 

audience were enthralled by exhilarating performances by the Rock Bands and with the fashionistas of the town 

setting the ramp on fire. The ecstasy of the students during DJ Night marked the success of the programme.  

Part II 

For three consecutive days, namely 14th, 15th and 16th March, 2019, the audience were treated to a brilliant display 

of artistic compositions in theatrics, dance, music, face-painting and elocution. The Institute premises were infused 

with an aroma of colour, fun and frolic which truly reflected the spirit of a spring-fest.  

Part III 

The grand-finale of the event unfolded its magnificence at the Nazrul Manch on the 18th March, 2019, with stirring 

performances by distinguished Bands like Underground Authority and Fossils. The auditorium was bursting at its 

seams with the exuberance of the mesmerised audience. The icing on the cake was the awe-inspiring performance 

by the troupe of internationally acclaimed dance exponent Ms. Alokananda Roy. The legendary dancer and 

philanthropist was felicitated by our honourable Principal. The winners of Smart India Hackathon and Bengal 

Hackathon were also felicitated in the platform. As, philosopher Aristotle as put it, “Excellence is never an 

accident”, BPPIMT has consistently striven to achieve and sustain excellence in every domain of human faculty.  

    

    


